
 
 

Des cailloux sous la peau 
Material’s dance, dance’s material, when the image 
tangles... 
 

 
 
 
 

Des cailloux sous la peau (Pebbles under the skin) is a project 
inspired by the work of Etienne-Jules Marey, related to movements 
of the air.The exceptional work of chrono-photography he has done 
on this occasion with strange smoke machines, casts a very special 
light on both the incredible movement of material, but also on the 
link between image and movement . 
Des cailloux sous la peau develops, its own way, these two aspects, 
extending the intention to other matters in motion. From smoke, 
talc, sand, translucent veils..., vibrations and suspensions create 
other universes, other visions of what things seem to be. The mix of 
these various forms produces amazing and unsuspected results. 
The audience is invited to take part in a singular journey to 
strangeness, through hypnotic, sensual, sometimes oppressive 
lands, but also sprinkled with unexpected smiles. To the heart of 

this encounter between body and matter, are invented organized movements, sometimes organic, 
connected with the fantastic. 

 

This production is an « ambulatory performance », the organization and duration of which are fixed 
in concertation with the hosts. The spectators proceed through an interior or exterior environment 
rendered strange by unusual manifestations. They stop a while to observe sand flowing, visual images 
taking flight, people dancing. 

  

 

« ...never before have I had this vision: « 
they're making fun of space ! » This is the only 
way I can describe the fascinating effect 
produced by the combination of video projection, 
props and lighting; everything moves, flows, 
vibrates like the costume around the actors' 
bodies » 

Isabelle Roche – ITM - 2011 

 
 
 
 
 

 



  
 

Technical requirements 
 

→ Light requirements 
Most « sketches » of the performance have 
their own light equipment (video-
projectors, slide projectors, specific 
projectors...). For the other « sketches » 
we adapt the light design to the area 
where they take place, always using very 
simple light principle. 
 
→ Sound requirements 
Several Small sound systems are necessary 
depending on the number of places where 
we perform. 
The company brings most of video projectors, slide projectors and specifics projectors and some small 
light racks and sound system. 
Generally, we ask for a few PAR, PC and profiles. 
 
→ Team : 4 dancers, - 2 technicians  
We generally need two more technicians for two or three days. 

 
 
 
 
 
Conception : Bruno Pradet 
Choreography et interpretation : 
Christophe Brombin,  
Céline Debyser, Nathalie Galoppin, 
Bruno Pradet 
Lighting design : Vincent Toppino 
Sound control : Samson Milcent  
Sound creation : Nicolas Stimbre 
Support : Olivier Papot 
Scenography elements : Dr Prout 
Painting : Ibrahim Hussein 
Photos : Juliette Moreau, Eric 
Boudet, Laurent Philippe, 
Daniel Aimé et Sylvaine Candille 

 
 

 

With the support of : Pacifique|CDC Grenoble (accueil studio),  MJC de Rodez, Périscope à Nîmes,  
Théâtre de la maison du peuple à Millau, Réseau en scène Languedoc-Roussillon,  

Mission Départementale de la Culture en Aveyron, Hérault Diffusion, ADAMI  
With the help of : DRAC et région Languedoc-Roussillon, département de l’Hérault 

Thanks : les Hivernales – CDC Avignon, Eric Clément 
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